
MATH 133A, Fall 2015, Assignment 7
Due date: Thursday, October 22 Tuesday, October 27

Name (printed):

SJSU Student ID Number:

Instructions

1. Fill out this cover page
completely and affix it
to the front of your sub-
mitted assignment.

2. Staple your assignment
together and answer the
questions in the order
they appear on the as-
signment sheet.

3. You are encouraged to
collaborate on assign-
ment problems but you
must write up your as-
signment independently.
Copying is strictly
forbidden!

Correctness

/15

Completeness

/5

Total: /20

Bonus: /3

Grader Initials: .



Solutions and Fundamental Matrices

Q1: Find the general solution of the following systems of differential equa-
tions (all derivatives are with respect to t):

(a)

{
x′ = −7x + 9y

y′ = −x− y

(b)

{
x′ = −2x− y

y′ = 8x + 2y

(c)

{
x′ = x + 5y

y′ = −x− 3y

Q2: Determine the fundamental matrix Φ(t) for the system in Q1(a). Use
it to evaluate the solution for the initial conditions (x0, y0) = (1, 1),
(x0, y0) = (−2, 1), and (x0, y0) = (−1, 0).

Q3: Determine the fundamental matrix Φ(t) for the system in Q1(b). Use
it to evaluate the solution for the initial conditions (x0, y0) = (0, 1),
(x0, y0) = (1,−1), and (x0, y0) = (3, 0).

Q4: Consider a low-amplitude pendulum where the position of the pendu-
lum is governed by the equations

2x′′ + 4x′ + 10x = 0, x(0) = 1, x′(0) = 0. (1)

This corresponds to m = 2 (mass), c = 4 (friction constant), and
k = 10 (restoring constant).

(a) Rewrite (1) as a system of first-order equations in the following
variables x1(t) = x(t), x2(t) = x′(t).

(b) Sketch the vector field plot in the (x1, x2)-plane of the system
derived in part (a).

(c) Solve the system derived in part (a).

(d) Describe the motion of the pendulum. In particular, note the
long-term behavior of the pendulum, whether there are sustained
oscillations, etc.



BONUS: Consider the system in Q1(a). Use the transformation{
u = y

v = −x + 3y

to rewrite the system in x and y as a system in u and v. Solve this
system directly and then use it to determine the solution for x and y.
(Hint: Solve for v first then u. See the Bonus for Assignment #6 for
further assistance.)


